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Yes, America Is Rigged Against Workers
No other industrial country treats its working class so badly. And there’s one big reason for
that.

By Steven Greenhouse
Mr. Greenhouse writes about labor.
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The United States is the only advanced industrial nation that doesn’t have national laws
guaranteeing paid maternity leave. It is also the only advanced economy that doesn’t
guarantee workers any vacation, paid or unpaid, and the only highly developed country
(other than South Korea) that doesn’t guarantee paid sick days. In contrast, the European
Union’s 28 nations guarantee workers at least four weeks’ paid vacation.

Among the three dozen industrial countries in the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, the United States has the lowest minimum wage as a percentage of the
median wage — just 34 percent of the typical wage, compared with 62 percent in France
and 54 percent in Britain. It also has the second-highest percentage of low-wage workers
among that group, exceeded only by Latvia.

All this means the United States suffers from what I call “anti-worker exceptionalism.”

Academics debate why American workers are in many ways worse off than their
counterparts elsewhere, but there is overriding agreement on one reason: Labor unions
are weaker in the United States than in other industrial nations. Just one in 16 private-
sector American workers is in a union, largely because corporations are so adept and
aggressive at beating back unionization. In no other industrial nation do corporations
fight so hard to keep out unions.

The consequences are enormous, not only for wages and income inequality, but also for
our politics and policymaking and for the many Americans who are mistreated at work.

TO BE SURE, UNIONS HAVE THEIR FLAWS, FROM CORRUPTION TO THEIR HISTORY OF RACIAL AND SEX DISCRIMINATION. STILL, JACOB S. HACKER AND PAUL
PIERSON WRITE OF AN IMPORTANT, UNAPPRECIATED FEATURE OF UNIONS IN “WINNER-TAKE-ALL POLITICS ”: “WHILE THERE ARE MANY ‘PROGRESSIVE’
GROUPS IN THE AMERICAN UNIVERSE OF ORGANIZED INTERESTS, LABOR IS THE ONLY MAJOR ONE FOCUSED ON THE BROAD ECONOMIC CONCERNS OF

THOSE WITH MODEST INCOMES.”
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AS WORKERS’ POWER HAS WANED, MANY CORPORATIONS HAVE ADOPTED
PRACTICES THAT WERE FAR RARER — IF NOT UNHEARD-OF — DECADES

AGO: HIRING HORDES OF UNPAID INTERNS, EXPECTING WORKERS TO
TOIL 60 OR 70 HOURS A WEEK, PROHIBITING EMPLOYEES FROM SUING

AND INSTEAD FORCING THEM INTO ARBITRATION (WHICH USUALLY
FAVORS EMPLOYERS), AND HAMSTRINGING EMPLOYEES’ MOBILITY BY

MAKING THEM SIGN NONCOMPETE CLAUSES.

AMERICA’S WORKERS HAVE FOR DECADES BEEN LOSING OUT: YEAR
AFTER YEAR OF WAGE STAGNATION, INCREASED INSECURITY ON THE

JOB, WAVES OF DOWNSIZING AND OFFSHORING, AND LABOR’S SHARE OF
NATIONAL INCOME DECLINING TO ITS LOWEST LEVEL IN SEVEN

DECADES.

NUMEROUS STUDIES HAVE FOUND THAT AN IMPORTANT CAUSE OF
AMERICA’S SOARING INCOME INEQUALITY IS THE DECLINE OF LABOR

UNIONS — AND THE CONCOMITANT DECLINE IN WORKERS’ ABILITY TO
EXTRACT MORE OF THE PROFIT AND PROSPERITY FROM THE

CORPORATIONS THEY WORK FOR. THE ONLY TIME DURING THE PAST
CENTURY WHEN INCOME INEQUALITY NARROWED SUBSTANTIALLY WAS

THE 1940S THROUGH 1970S, WHEN UNIONS WERE AT THEIR PEAK OF
POWER AND PROMINENCE.

MANY AMERICANS ARE UNDERSTANDABLY FRUSTRATED. THAT’S ONE
REASON THE PERCENTAGE WHO SAY THEY WANT TO JOIN A UNION HAS

RISEN MARKEDLY. ACCORDING TO A 2018 M.I.T. STUDY, 46 PERCENT OF
NONUNION WORKERS SAY THEY WOULD LIKE TO BE IN A UNION, UP

FROM 32 PERCENT IN 1995. NONETHELESS, JUST 10.5 PERCENT OF ALL
AMERICAN WORKERS, AND ONLY 6.4 PERCENT OF PRIVATE-SECTOR

WORKERS, ARE IN UNIONS.

But this desire to unionize faces some daunting challenges. In many corporations, the
mentality is that any supervisor, whether a factory manager or retail manager, who fails

to keep out a union is an utter failure. That means managers fight hard to quash unions.
One study found that 57 percent of employers threatened to close operations when
workers sought to unionize, while 47 percent threatened to cut wages or benefits and 34
percent fired union supporters during unionization drives.
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Corporate executives’ frequent failure to listen to workers’ concerns — along with the
intimidation of employees — can have deadly results. On April 5, 2010, a coal dust
explosion killed 29 miners at Massey Energy’s Upper Big Branch coal mine in West
Virginia. A federal investigation found that the mine’s ventilation system was inadequate
and that explosive gases were allowed to build up. Workers at the nonunion mine knew
about these dangers. “No one felt they could go to management and express their fears,”
Stanley Stewart, an Upper Big Branch miner, told a congressional committee. “We knew
we’d be marked men and the management would look for ways to fire us.”

The diminished power of unions and workers has skewed American politics, helping give
billionaires and corporations inordinate sway over America’s politics and policymaking.
In the 2015-16 election cycle, business outspent labor $3.4 billion to $213 million, a ratio of
16 to 1, according to the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics. All of the nation’s
unions, taken together, spend about $48 million a year for lobbying in Washington, while
corporate America spends $3 billion. Little wonder that many lawmakers seem vastly
more interested in cutting taxes on corporations than in raising the minimum wage.

There were undoubtedly many reasons for Donald Trump’s 2016 victory, but a key one
was that many Americans seemed to view him as a protest candidate, promising to shake
up “the system” and “drain the swamp.” Many voters embraced Mr. Trump because they

believed his statements that the system is rigged — and in many ways it is. When it
comes to workers’ power in the workplace and in politics, the pendulum has swung far
toward corporations.

Reversing that won’t be easy, but it is vital we do so. There are myriad proposals to
restore some balance, from having workers elect representatives to corporate boards to
making it easier for workers to unionize to expanding public financing of political
campaigns to prevent wealthy and corporate donors from often dominating.

America’s workers won’t stop thinking the system is rigged until they feel they have an
effective voice in the workplace and in policymaking so that they can share in more of the
economy’s prosperity to help improve their — and their loved ones’ — lives.

Steven Greenhouse, who was the labor and workplace reporter for The New York Times
for 19 years, is the author of the forthcoming “Beaten Down, Worked Up: The Past,
Present, and Future of American Labor,” from which this essay is adapted.
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The Times is committed to publishing a diversity of letters to the editor. We’d like to hear
what you think about this or any of our articles. Here are some tips. And here’s our email:
letters@nytimes.com.

Follow The New York Times Opinion section on Facebook, Twitter (@NYTopinion) and
Instagram.
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